REF. BCN20783

€1,990,000 Apartment - Sold

Apartment with views of Turó Park, a terrace and 2 parking spaces for sale in the
best area of Sant Gervasi-Galvany
Spain » Barcelona » Barcelona City » Turó Park » 08021
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SOLD

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
+34 933 562 989

info@lucasfox.com
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Pau Claris 108, pral., Barcelona, Spain
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OVERVIEW

Sunny apartment on a high floor with a terrace and direct
views of Turó Park, 6 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and 2
parking spaces and storage in the same building, in the
most sought-after area of Sant Gervasi-Galvany.
The apartment, decorated by an interior designer with bespoke furniture, benefits
from distinct day and night areas.
lucasfox.com/go/bcn20783

Entering through the main door, we find on the left a living room divided into 2 areas
with a fireplace and access to an enjoyable 12m² terrace offering lovely views of Turó
Park.
Next, there is the dining room which is connected to a large equipped kitchen and an
office, followed by a guest bathroom and service bedroom with an outside laundry
room. This area also has a service door.
From here, the night area begins offering 5 bedrooms- 2 singles, 1 double and the last
2 very spacious and oriented to the inner block courtyard. One of the bedrooms has a
small recoverable covered terrace. In this part of the apartment we find 2 full
bathrooms, one of which is the private bathroom of the main bedroom.
A storage room and 2 fixed parking spaces in the same building complete the
property. The building also has a concierge service every day.
This property is ideal for customers seeking an exclusive home in Turó Park.
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lucasfox.com
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Terrace, Concierge service, Lift,
Natural light, Wooden flooring, Parking,
Air conditioning, Alarm, Equipped Kitchen,
Exterior, Fireplace, Heating,
Transport nearby
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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